INDEX

The subject of this index is Rosalie Gascoigne and her art. Taken together, the many entries provide a picture of her life and times, her aesthetic and sensibility, including her artworks and how they were created, titled and exhibited, the art world’s reaction to them, her materials and their sources, including the places she scavenged, her work practices, the artists she admired, the curators and critics who admired her, the country that inspired her, and the themes reflected in her art. The indexing is comprehensive for the first part of the book (‘The Artist’, excluding the chronology), and selective for the Catalogue proper (e.g. practice regarding titles, Ben Gascoigne’s involvement, work practices). In the case of entries from the Catalogue, the reference gives the page number followed by the title of the relevant work to help locate the reference. The two appendices on exhibitions have been indexed for exhibition titles, galleries, names of curators, critics and writers quoted, and some points from the notes.

Page references in italic refer to images and photographs. A separate index to all 692 artworks can be found at the List of Works.

A

Academy of Science, 36–37, 38, 41, 54, 131, 150 (Last stand)
Adelaide Festival, 63, 65, 77, 287 (All summer long), 342, 359
see also Art Gallery of South Australia; Greenaway Art Gallery
Adelaide, Myer store exhibit, 47
air, 43, 48, 76, 91
as a theme in artworks, 76, 77, 82, 164 (Jim’s picnic), 170 (Crop [1]), 177 (Country air), 186 (Feathered fence), 189 (Winter order), 216 (Set up), 270 (Plain view [1], 271 (Plein air), 276–277 (But mostly air), 290 (Overland)
see also sky and clouds
Allen, Christopher, 333, 334–335, 354, 371
Allen, CW (Clay), 26n41, 28, 30n52
Alvarez, Adriana, 345
Amery, Mark, 350
Anderson, Patricia, 352
Andre, Carl, 51, 60, 355
Angelico, Fra, 113, 172 (Mosaic)

ANU Drill Hall Gallery exhibitions
A New Romance (1987), 367
From the Studio of Rosalie Gascoigne (2000), 348–349
Perceived Differently (1995), 276, 376
Recent Australian Sculpture (1965), 42n92
Arman, 56, 354
Armstrong, John, 50, 51, 52, 83, 179 (Grass rake), 356 (Tag rake), 359
Arp, Hans, 311
Artbank, 389
Art Gallery of Ballarat, 389
Art Gallery of New South Wales
buys RG works, 59, 318
exhibitions
3rd Biennale of Sydney — European Dialogue (1979), 65, 361–362
7th Biennale of Sydney — From the Southern Cross (1988), 73, 369
8th Biennale of Sydney — The Readymade Boomerang (1990), 73, 371–372
12th Biennale of Sydney — Biennale of Sydney 2000 (2000), 382–383
Art Gallery of New South Wales
(cont.)

Australian Perspecta (1981), 65, 363
Australian Perspecta (1993), 2, 78
Found Objects (1962), 37
Material as Landscape (1997), 77–78, 343–345
Project 40: Australian Artists at Venice and Kassel (1983), 69, 365
Recent Australian Art (1973), 51–52
Some Recent American Art (1974), 51
Two Decades of American Painting (1967), 51
family visits to, 34
John McCaughey Prize (Clouds 4), 254
RG works in collection, 389
see also Thomas, Daniel

Art Gallery of South Australia exhibitions

Adelaide Biennial of Australian Art (1990), 237 (Hill station), 371
Drawn and Quartered (1980), 65, 191 (Paper square), 362
RG works in collection, 389
see also Radford, Ron

Art Gallery of Western Australia, 384, 389

art history context and RG
assemblage art, 51, 56, 70
contemporary look, art of her times, 50, 59, 60, 63, see also exhibitions, group (selected)
minimalism, 50–51, 59, 345, 369
‘outsider’ art, 45, 50
pop art 55
see also Gascoigne, Rosalie: art, RG on looking at other; installations; sculpture

Arthur, Tom, 52n121, 65
art literature, 35, 41, 51, 56, 113
Art and Australia, 41, 51, 74, 176
(Yellow hand)
Artforum, 51
Art in America, 51
Art Monthly Australia, 90, 246
(Across town)

art literature (cont.)
Australian painting (Bernard Smith), 41
Flash Art, 226 (Flash art)
Japanese flower arrangement (Norman Sparnon), 37
Penguin Modern painters series, 35
Picasso’s Picassos (David Douglas Duncan), 41, 61
Rosalie Gascoigne (Vici MacDonald), 78, 346
The artist craftsman in Australia (Fay Bottrell), 46–47, 135, 152
([Sunflowers and radiator])
The art of assemblage (William Seitz), 56, 60
The arts in Australia: Sculpture (Lenton Parr), 41
The Faber Gallery: Matisse (Jean Cassou), 35n67
The meaning of art (Herbert Read), 35, 41
The Moderns and their world (John Rothenstein), 35
see also literary references in RG works; poetry references in RG works
assemblage art, 51, 56, 70, see also sculpture

Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tāmaki exhibitions

Ausssemblage! (1994), 375
Colin McCahon retrospective (1988), 75
Home and Away (1999), 75, 381
Rosalie Gascoigne: Sculpture (1983), 326–327
Toi Toi Toi (1999), 73, 75, 380–381
RG talk (1999), 75, 125
RG works in collection, 75, 392
Auckland University College, 20–21
Australia Council for the Arts, see Visual Arts Board of the Australia Council
Australian Biography: Rosalie Gascoigne (TV interview), 78
Australian National Gallery, see National Gallery of Australia
Australian Sculpture Gallery/Centre, 42

B

Bacon, Francis, 41, 42, 174 (The colonel’s lady)
Baker, James, 367
Baldessin, George, 52
Ball, Sydney, 52
Ballarat, 97, 209 (Municipal gardens)
Barkley, Glenn, 356, 384, 385, 387
Batemans Bay, see south coast, NSW
Battersea Park, London, 41, 42n90
Baume, Nicholas, 370
Beechworth, 167–168 (Angels), 173
(Pet sheep)
Bell, Pamela, 53, 59, 171 (Friends), 176 (Yellow hand), 181 (Room with a view), 319, 360
Benalla Art Gallery, 389
Bendigo, 97, 173 (Pet sheep), 209 (Municipal gardens)
Bendigo Art Gallery, 389
Best, Marie, 19, 21, 23
Bett, Dick, 215 (Piece to walk on), 329
Bett, Elva, 326
biblical and religious references in RG works, 151 (Madonna and child), 175 (Tiepolo parrots), 187
([For Ray]), 225 (Promised land), 247 (Bright and beautiful), 284
(Weighed and divided)
Bieringa, Luit, 327
birds
cockatoos, 95–96, 97, 221 (Highway code), 247
(Cockatoos), 276 (But mostly air)
parrots, 30, 95, 96, 164 (Jim’s picnic), 192 (Parrot country), 193 (Parrots), 209 (Parrot country II)
in RG’s art, 95–96, 102–104, 118, 168 (Black bird box, Black birds), 196 (Bird house), 212 (Galahs rising), 216 (Pink kookaburras), 307 (Birdsong)
see also materials: feathers, package
branding
Bischoff, Theo, 43
Blackman, Charles, 46
Block, René, 73, 241–242
(Close only), 371, 372, 380
Bogle, Andrew, 375
Bonython Gallery, Sydney, 46, 47, 51, 52
Bonython, Kym, 59
Booth, Peter, 65, 68, 69, 202–203
(Travelling circus), 324, 364, 365
Borlase, Nancy, 56n133, 58, 318, 358, 362
Botticelli, Sandro, 190 ([Homage … Birth of Venus])
Bottrell, Fay, 46–47, 152 ([Sunflowers and radiator])
Boyd, Arthur, 52
Braque, Georges, 34, 56, 112, 113, 197 (Down to the silver sea)
brickworks, Canberra, 62, 83, 100, 177 (Country air)
Brindabella mountains, 30, 78, 83
Brook, Donald, 39, 42
Brooke, Rupert, 42n90
Brown, Mike, 56
Bungendore, 80, 83, 87–88, 238
(Lamplit)
dump as source of materials
dolls, 108, 168 (Angels), 170 (Dolly boxes), 195
(The teaparty)
enamelware, 109, 157
(Enamel ware)
metal and iron, 152
([Sunflowers and radiator]), 168 (Black bird box)
photographs, 175
([Two children])
wood, 286 (Wool clip)
Burke, Greg, 382
Burke, Janine, 66, 320, 363
Burnie Regional Art Gallery, 329, 330, 389
Byrne, Dianne, 322

C
Calder, Alexander, 50, 66, 202
(Travelling circus)
Cameron, Dan, 73, 369, 370
Campbelltown Arts Centre, 385
Campbelltown City Art Gallery, 375, 389
Canberra, 26
art scene, 35, 42, 51
Canberra (cont.)
new suburbs, 83, 155 (Surveyor's pegs), 195 ([Twelve squares of six]), 198 (Piece to walk around)
Scrievener Dam, 83, 107, 156 (Bath of balls)
see also brickworks, Canberra;
Brindabella mountains;
Canberra district, reflections in R.G.'s art; country; Mount Stromlo
Canberra Contemporary Art Space, 338
Canberra district, reflections in R.G.'s art, 161 (Woolshed), 211–212
(Wattle strike), 215 (Piece to walk on), 225 (Plenty), 249 (Lambing), 264 (Sheep weather alert), 287
(Afternoon), see also country
Canberra Museum and Art Gallery, 386, 390
Canberra Technical College, 35, 45, 54
Capon, Edmund, 78
Captains Flat, 80, 83, 87, 88, 105
as source of materials
dolls, 108, 154 (Parrot lady)
lino, 114, 181 (River banks), 195 (Step through)
metal, 147 (Conscription)
wood, 116, 148 (Cityscape)
Carmichael, Rod, 72, 328
Carnegie, Margaret, 46, 152
([Sunflowers and radiator])
carnivals, see circus and carnival themes
Carroll, Alison, 191 (Paper square), 362, 379
Catalano, Gary, 72, 73, 330, 331, 335–336
catalogue terminology, 139–144
Chardin, Jean-Baptiste-Siméon, 64, 109, 167 (Triptych)
Charles Nodrum Gallery, 355
Charles Sturt University Art Collection, 390
Christo, 186 (Feathered fence)
circus and carnival themes, 168 (Black bird box, Black birds, Boxer), 169
(Carnival [1]), 200 (Side show), 200–201 (Side show parrots), 202 (The players), 202–203 (Travelling circus), 278 (Harlequin), 307
(Carnival [2])
City Gallery Wellington, 350–351
Clark, Deborah, 386
Clements, Bill, 52
clouds, see sky and clouds
Coburn, John, 42, 46
Coleing, Tony, 50
Collector, 80, 83, 87, 88, 91, 276
(But mostly air)
dump as source of materials
corrugated iron, 219 (Swell)
road signs, 122, 221 (Highway code), 258 (Red)
reflections in R.G.'s art, 276 (But mostly air), 297 (Poplars)
colours
Australian countryside, 30, 93, 190 (Ikou), 201 (Takeover bid), 203 (Crop 2), 217–218 (String of blue days)
grey, 116–117, 148 (Cityscape), 179 (Grass rack), 188 (Private beach), 204 (Graven image), 218 (String of blue days)
pinks and pastels, faded, 49, 62, 110, 116, 117, 163 (Italian birds), 165 (Pink window), 210 (Pink on blue)
sky, 30, 61, 91, 93, 95, 97, 217–218 (String of blue days)
surveyors' pegs, 118
white, 49, 118, 125, 262
(Honeybunch), 271 (Plein air), 340
yellow, 16, 17, 23n33, 252
(Sunflowers), 255 (Fool's gold), 287 (All summer long), 342
Conron, Jean, 42n93, 102
Contemporary Art Society, Sydney, 34, 37
Cooma, 80, 83, 85, 89, 90, 93, 122, see also Monaro district
copyright, 140
Cornell, Joseph, 49, 56, 59–60, 66, 156 (Bottled glass), 160 (The dredge)
country, 81–97
beauty, 78, 94, 97
emptiness, 165 (Pink window)
evocation of, 170 (Crop 1), 198–199 (Pie to walk around), 203 (Crop 2), 206 (Scrub country), 213 (Grove), 219 (Winter paddock), 271 (Plein air)
country (cont.)
  first encounters, 30–31
  importance in RG’s art, 81–82, 88, 90–95
  materials as part of, 81, 101, 110, 124, 153 (Joie de mourir), 285
  (White garden)
  regional geography, 80, 83–84, see also individual placenames
  seasons, 93–94, 97, 180 (Pale landscape), 219 (Winter paddock)
  sense of place, 31, 96, 97, 284
  (Top End)
  see also air; Gascoigne, Rosalie:
    aesthetics and sensibility, cars and driving, freedom, ‘nature’;
    sky and clouds
  Coventry Gallery, 51
  Cramer, Sue, 72, 328, 385
  Crooke, Ray, 42, 50
  Crothall, Ross, 56
  Cruthers, John, 376
  Cumming, Laura, 77, 378

display of RG works (cont.)
  lighting, 106–107, 114, 156
    (Bottled glass), 180 (Pale landscape), 186 (Feathered fence), 290 (Overland), 361, 379
  in mixed and travelling shows, 191–192 (Paper square), 308
    (Earth), 359
  retroreflective works, 72, 123, 220–221 (Highway code), 226
    (Flash art), 228 (Tiger tiger), 238 (Lamplit), 277 (Danegeld), 331, 372
  specific works, 167 (Triptych), 169 (Cows 4 ways), 180 (Pale landscape), 186 (Feathered fence), 194 (Step through), 215 (Piece to walk on), 226 (Streetwise), 294 (Tidy summer)
  Dobson, Rosemary, 48, 86, 94, 120n53, 152 (The king), 220
    (Flight), 257 (May morning), 351
  Drysdale, Russell, 149 (Farmer’s daughter), 152 (The king), 276
    (But mostly air)
  Duchamp, Marcel, 56, 60, 166
    (The Pepper Pot)
  Dumbrell, Lesley, 368
dumps, 39, 81, 82, 86, 87–88, 90
  mentioned by RG in specific works, 159 (Pub), 167
    (Triptych), 170 (Dolly boxes), 173 (Pet sheep), 179 (Grass rack), 183 (Feathered chairs), 195 (The teaparty), 219 (Swell), 220–221 (Highway code), 232
    (Legend), 258 (Red)
as source of materials
  dolls, 108
  enamel ware, 109
  linoleum, 63, 114–115
  road signs, 122
  see also Beechworth; Bungendore; Captains Flat; Collector; foraging; Gundaroo; Queanbeyan; Revolve recycling depot
  Dunn, Richard, 65
exhibitions, group (selected) (cont.)


Clemenger Contemporary Art Award
Heide MOMA & NGV (1999), 381

Clemenger Triennial Exhibition of Contemporary Art NGV (1993), 73, 373–374


Confrontations Ivan Dougherty Gallery (1993), 374–375

Contemporary Art in Australia: A Review MOCA Brisbane (1987), 367

Continuum '83: The First Exhibition of Australian Contemporary Art in Japan Tokyo (1983), 365–366

Cubism and Australian Art Heide MOMA (2009), 385

Diverse Visions: Twelve Australian Mid to Late Career Artists QAG (1991), 373

Drawn and Quartered: Australian Contemporary Paperworks AGSA (1980), 65, 191 (Paper square), 362


First Australian Sculpture Triennial Melbourne (1981), 65, 198 (Piece to walk around), 363

Four Sculptors Wollongong City Gallery (1986), 367

Gallery A Sydney 1964–1983 Campbelltown & Newcastle (2009), 385

Home and Away: Contemporary Australian and New Zealand Art from the Chartwell Collection Auckland AG (1999), 75, 381

Home Sweet Home: Works from the Peter Fay Collection NGA & touring (2003), 384

Identities: Art from Australia Taipei & Wollongong (1993), 375

In Place (Out of Time) MOMA Oxford (1997), 77, 287 (Afternoon), 290 (Overland), 378–379

In the Company of Women Perth Institute of Contemporary Art (1995), 376

Islands: Contemporary Installations from Australia, Asia, Europe and America NGA (1996), 377

Island to Island: Australia to Cheju South Korea (1995), 77, 376–377

Laverty 2: Selections from the Colin and Elizabeth Laverty Collection Newcastle (2011), 387

L’été Australien à Montpelier France (1990), 370–371

Objects Ray Hughes Gallery (1977), 359–360

Other Stories: Five Australian Artists Asian tour (1997), 379

Perceived Differently ANU Drill Hall Gallery (1995), 276, 376

Philip Morris Arts Grant Second Annual Exhibition Melbourne & Sydney (1975), 357–358

Philip Morris Arts Grant Third Annual Exhibition Adelaide (1976), 359

Project 40: Australian Artists at Venice and Kassel AGNSW (1983), 69, 365

Some Recent Acquisitions of Australian Art ANG (1978), 360

Something in the Air CMAG (2010), 386

Spirit + Place: Art in Australia 1861–1996 MCA (1996), 377

Spirit in the Land McClelland Gallery & touring (2010), 386

Strange Harmony of Contrasts Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery (1990), 370–371

Sublime: 25 Years of the Wesfarmers Collection of Australian Art AGWA & touring (2002), 384


The Artists’ Choice Gallery A Sydney (1975), 57–58, 358–359

The Great Australian Art Exhibition QAG & touring (1988), 368–369

The Philip Morris Arts Grant: Australian Art of the Past Ten Years ANG (1982), 364

The Readymade Boomerang Print Portfolio Sydney, Berlin & Brisbane (1990), 241–242, 372

Third Australian Sculpture Triennial NGV (1987), 368

Toi Toi Toi Germany & New Zealand (1999), 73, 75, 380–381


exhibitions, solo, 46, 47, 74–75

An Installation by Rosalie Gascoigne Pinacotheca (1995), 341

Australia: Venice Biennale (1982), 65, 67–69, 95, 97, 114, 324–325

Conversions 4: Rosalie Gascoigne Canberra Contemporary Art Space (1992), 338

From the Studio of Rosalie Gascoigne ANU Drill Hall Gallery (2000), 348–349

Myer store, Adelaide, 47

Rosalie Gascoigne Greenaway Art Gallery (1996), 342

Rosalie Gascoigne Greenaway Art Gallery (1998), 346

Rosalie Gascoigne Newcastle Art Gallery (2013), 356

Rosalie Gascoigne NGV (2008), 79, 353–355

Rosalie Gascoigne Pinacotheca (1981), 67, 323–324
exhibitions, solo (cont.)
Rosalie Gascoigne Pinacotheca
(1984), 72, 328
Rosalie Gascoigne Pinacotheca
(1986), 72, 123, 330–331
Rosalie Gascoigne Pinacotheca
(1988), 73, 331
Rosalie Gascoigne Pinacotheca
(1991), 336
Rosalie Gascoigne Pinacotheca
(1993), 339
Rosalie Gascoigne: Plein Air
Melbourne (1996), 342
Rosalie Gascoigne RoslynOxley9
Gallery (2004), 352

F
Faerber, Ruth, 58, 358
Feeney, Warren, 350
Fenner, Felicity, 345
Fern, Lynette, 337
film and television references in RG
works, 182 (Room with a view),
215 (Last of the summer wine),
224 (New wave), 269 (Out of
Africa), 272 (Steel magnolias),
275 (A certain smile), 285
(Wild strawberries), 290 (Night
and day), 292 (Strictly ballroom),
295 (Easy street), see also literary
references in RG works
Fink, Hannah, 59, 82
Fisher, Tim, 377
Fleming, Charles, 21
flower arranging, see Gascoigne,
Rosalie: flower arranging
foraging, 31, 36, 83–90, 91, 119,
see also dumps
Foster, Bob, 22, 23
framing, 113, 143, 177 (Country air)
Frunacesa, Piero della, 99, 110, 113,
182 (Cloister), 190 (Ikon)
freedom, see Gascoigne, Rosalie: freedom
Freeman, Monica, 103

G
Gallery A, Canberra, 42
Gallery A, Sydney, 51, 55, 57–59, 65,
317–318, 358–359
Gascoigne, Charles (grandson), 1, 224
(Letter to a grandson)
Gascoigne, Hester L (daughter), 27, 28
Gascoigne, Hester MB
(granddaughter), 23n32, 214
(Homage with granddaughter)
Gascoigne, Martin (son), 5, 25, 27, 34
art collection, 42, 50, 51, 179
(Grass rack)
correspondence with RG, 2, 160
(The dredge), 151 (Spine), 177
(Country air)
relationship with RG, 39n81, 41,
42, 56, 86, 188 (March past),
193 (Pond), 196 (White and
grey A), 210 (Pink on blue),
277 (Eden)
Gascoigne, Rosalie: aesthetics and sensibility, 1, 17, 29,
31, 36, 38, 39, 70
nostalgia, sentiment, 99, 167
(Triptych), 170 (Dolly boxes), 187 (For Ray)
see also Gascoigne, Rosalie:
feelings, qualities admired
in art; poetry: RG’s poetic
imagination
art, RG objectives, 20, 44–45,
47, 67, 76, 81, 110, 141, 167
(Triptych), 260 (Airborne I)
viewer readings, 75, 181 (Pale
landscape), 182 (Cloister),
194 (Step through),
198–199 (Piece to walk around), 202 (The players),
217 (String of blue days),
266 (Skewbald), 321 (Pale
landscape)
see also Gascoigne, Rosalie:
aesthetics and sensibility,
creative process, feelings
art, RG on looking at other, 50–
52, 56, 60, 61–62, 65–67
artist, RG thoughts on being an,
2, 25, 39, 70, 79, 82, 250–251
(Letting go)
Gascoigne, Rosalie (cont.)

not an NZ artist 25, 75, 380–381
'regional' artist, 81, 82, 184
(Lillic and daffodils), 186
(Footballers), 219–220
(Clean country), 329
on women's art, 66, 78, 194
(Step through), 216 (Set up)

biographical outline
childhood, 16–18
schoolgirl, 19–20
university years, 20–21
teacher, 22
courtship and marriage, 23–24
children, 27, 31
eyears Mount Stromlo, 26–32, 94
1950s, 33–35
1960s, 35–37, 41–42
1970s, 44–66
1980s, 66–75
1990s, 76–79
cars and driving, 32, 48, 84–87, 90–91, 95, 247 (Cockatoo),
276 (But mostly air), see also Gascoigne, Rosalie: freedom
'chance' in R.G's art
in her creative process, 48, 75, 180–181 (Pale landscape),
225 (Shoreline), 255 (Fool's gold), 276 (But mostly air),
311 (Metropolis)
in her materials, 62, 63, 88, 89, 108, 123, 217 (String of blue days)
creative process, 17, 29, 31, 50, 56, 70, 75, 191–192 (Paper square),
see also Gascoigne, Rosalie: 'chance' in R.G's art, feelings; poetry
family (New Zealand), 13–18, 20, 23, see also under Metcalfe; Walker
feelings, 67, 70, 75, 159 (Pub), 217 (String of blue days)
feelings as noted by reviewers, 326 (Elva Bett), 329 (Dick Bett), 335 (Christopher Allen), 345 (Felicity Fenner), 358 (Nancy Borlase), 363 (Janine Burke)

Gascoigne, Rosalie (cont.)

feelings and other artists, 37, 52, 283
feelings, specific
'above Lake George', 76, 276 (But mostly air)
of being in the country, 48, 93, 198 (Piece to walk around), 206 (Subb country)
of Biblical paintings, 175 (Tiepolo parrots)
'the colour', 215 (Piece to walk on)
of early morning, 178 (Early morning)
of freedom, liberation, 92, 177 (Country air), 198 (Piece to walk around)
of infinite, open space, air, 77, 92, 271 (Plein air), 290 (Overland), 379
of the lake, 185–186 (Feathered fence), 249 (Lake)
for parrot tails, 193 (Parrots), 200 (Side show parrots)
'the rose feeling', 110, 170 (Dolly boxes), 229 (A rose is a rose)
of shearing time, 264–265 (Sheep weather alert)
of stepping, 194 (Step through)
of the summer sky, 254 (Clouds I)
of the view from AGNSW, 181 (Room with a view)
flower arranging, 16, 32–33, 36–37, 49, 100, 127–130, see also ikebana
freedom, 13, 17, 18, 30, 48, 76–77, 79
as a theme in artworks, 250–251 (Letting go), 260 (Age of innocence), 276 (But mostly air), 290 (Overland)
houses
Deakin (Dugan Street), 35, 39, 40, 247 (First fruits)
Mount Stromlo, 26–28
Pearce (Anstey Street), 43–44, 47–48, 295 (Golden bamboo), 307 (Cumquats)

Gascoigne, Rosalie (cont.)

see also Gascoigne, Rosalie: studio and workspaces
judges art prizes, 56, 78
language and word skills, 2, 20, 30
descriptions of landscapes, 91–94
poetry by R.G, 73n178, 86, 331
see also poetry: titles
'nature', 13, 18, 31, 81, 92, 102, 151 (Last stand), 217 (String of blue days), 249 (Lake), see also Country
opens art exhibitions, 2, 78
'place', sensitivity to, 17, 31, 75, 96, see also country; Gascoigne, Rosalie: travel
qualities admired in art
clarity of image, 48 'classical', 52, 99, 109, 167 (Triptych), 252 (Sunflowers)
elegance, 99, 167 (Triptych)
'presence', 46, 208 (Celebration), 285 (White garden)
'rigour', 240 (Wheat belt)
'tight', 108, 170 (Dolly boxes), 174 (The colonel's lady), 235 (Stubble field), 252 (Sunflowers)
self-portrait, materials as, 82
studio and workspaces
Deakin, 39, 40
Pearce, back lawn, 49, 102, 153 (Joie de mourir), 189 (Winter order)
Pearce, courtyard, 90, 105, 107, 118, 119, 121
Pearce, living rooms, 17, 43–44, 47–48, 50, 63–64, 103, 118, 125, 213 (Crop 2)
Pearce, other spaces, 103, 120, 188 (March past), 311 (Metropolis)
studio, 69–71, 98, 106, 123, 208 (Club colours), 209 (Parrot country)
see also Gascoigne, Rosalie: houses; work practices
Gascoigne, Rosalie (cont.)

studio assistants, 70, 186 (Feathered fence), see also Gascoigne, SCB (Ben); Hagerty, Marie; Vandermark, Peter

talks and interviews by RG, 22, 35–36, 38n78, 68, 75, 78, 100, 394–396, see also Gascoigne, Rosalie: language and word skills

travel

Africa, 97, 269 (Out of Africa), 275 (Africa)

Australia, 24, 27, 34, 51–52, 96, 97, see also south coast, NSW

Europe, 41, 44, 46, 97, 151 (Madonna and child), 285 (White garden)

New York, 66–67, 96–97, 199 (Reconstruction), 213 ([Homage with Arshile Gorky’s …]), 273 (Tree of life)

New Zealand, 24, 27, 32, 74, 75, 125, 326–327

Tokyo, 44 see also Venice Biennale

Gascoigne, SCB (Ben) (husband) and art, 18, 27n43, 33–35, 40, 42, 43, 46

Auckland years, 18, 22–23 engagement and marriage, 23, 24 financial support to RG, 44n97, 48, 69

foraging with RG, 83, 119, 155 (Surveyor’s pegs)

Pearce house, 43–44 photographs of, 22, 23, 27, 71, 79 professional life, 23, 27, 37n73, 58 record keeping, 1, 70

as studio assistant, 69–70, 72, 148 (Citscape), 158 (Enamelware), 166 (The Pepper Pot), 173 (Pet sheep), 177 (Country air), 178 (Early morning), 183 (Feathered chairs), 185, 186 (Feathered fence), 188 (March past), 190 (Dove grey), 199 (Sharpe Bros horizontal), 200 (Side show), 202 (Travelling circus), 206 (Scrub country), 212 (Balance), 219 (Swell, Totemic), 308 (Earth)

Gascoigne, SCB (Ben) (husband) (cont.)

travel, professional, 23, 35, 40, 41, 44, 46, 97, 151

welding, 48, 105, 147 (Fountain), 148 (Bee), 149 (Eagle), 151 (Spine)

Gascoigne, Thomas (Toss) (son), 5, 27, 28, 46n103, 284 (The Apple Isle) helps source materials, 104–105, 109, 123, 182 (Room with a view), 216 (Red beach), 226 ([Twenty-five scallop shells]), 311 (Metropolis)

Gascoigne, Thom (grandson), 235 ([TWG])

Gates, Merryn, 348

Geyars Gap, 84, 92, 283 (Suddenly the lake), see also Lake George

Geelong Gallery, 387, 390

Geissler, Marie, 369

Gellatly, Kelly, 353

Genocchio, Benjamin, 383

Giacometti, Alberto, 87, 102, 105

Gilchrist, Maureen, 358

Gleeson, James, 37, 59, 64, 171 (Flora Galap), 360, 394

Giacometti, Alberto, 87, 102, 105

Gilchrist, Maureen, 358

Gleeson, James, 37, 59, 64, 171 (Flora Galap), 360, 394

responds to RG works, 103, 109, 167 (Triptych), 174 (The colonel’s lady), 183 ([Feather study I]), 192 (Parrot country)

Gleghorn, Tom, 42

Glover, John, 330

Gold Coast City Art Gallery, 390

Gorky, Arshile, 66, 213 ([Homage with … his mother])

Goulburn, 80, 88, 89, 122

Goulburn Regional Art Gallery, 356

Gow Langsford Gallery, Sydney, 349

Gow Langsford Gallery, Sydney, 349

Greek and Greek culture, 20, 97

reflections in RG’s art, 99, 119, 231 (Golden mean), 258 (Rose red city 5), 275 (Acanthus), 285 (White garden), 299–300 (Cloud cuckoo land), 302 (Medusa)

Greenaway Art Gallery, 283 (Summer sprawl), 287 (All summer long), 342, 346

Greenaway, Paul, 77, 308 (Earth)

Greer, Germaine, 46, 150 (Germaine Greer)

Griffith University Art Collection, 390

Gris, Juan, 56

Grishin, Sasha, 338, 345, 348, 354, 367, 374, 376, 385

Grounds, Ross, 52

Grounds, Roy, 36, 43

Gruner, Elioth, 159 (Norco (after Gruner))

Gundaroo, 80, 83, 87, 88, 90–91, 116, 119, 159 (Pub), 285 (White garden)

Guy Fisher Gallery, 392

H

Hagerty, Marie, 48, 70, 260 (Airborne I), 277 (But mostly air)

Hall, Basil, 241 (Close ovly), 246 (Across town), 268 (Highway to heaven)

Hansen, David, 354–355

Harding, Lesley, 385

Harrod, Christopher, 351

Hart, Deborah, 375, 384

Hawke, John, 335

Heartney, Eleanor, 355

Heathcote, Christopher, 336, 339, 374

Heide Museum of Modern Art, 204, 381, 385, 390

Henry, Carol, 324

Hesse, Eva, 51, 60

Hickey, Dale, 52

Hilty, Greg, 378

Hinder, Margel, 41, 131

Holloway, Memory, 320

homages, artworks used in, 113

Angelico, Fra, 113, 172 (Mosaic)

Botticelli, Sandro, 190 (Homage … Birth of Venus)

Braque, Georges, 112, 113, 197 (Down to the silver sea)

David, Gerard, 113, 208 (Blue Madonna)

Egyptian sculpture, 113, 196 (Venus), 213 (Homage … Nefertiti)

English portrait, 214 (Homage with Lady Arabella …)
homages, artworks used in (cont.)
Francesca, Piero della, 113, 182
(Cloister), 190 (Ikon)
Glover, John, 330
Gorky, Arshile, 213 ([Homage with … his mother])
Gruner, Eloth, 159 (Nono (after Gruner)
Ingres, Jean-August-Dominique, 113, 218 (Summerhouse), 256
([Homage with Ingres’s …])
298 ([White wood study #6 …])
Matisse, Henri, 223 ([Homage … Le luxe II], [Homage … Nono Lebasque]), 273 (Tree of life)
McCaughan, Colin, 214
([Homage … Angel of the Annunciation])
Muybridge, Eadweard, 112, 179
([Homage … Ox trotting])
Picasso, Pablo, 113, 202 (Travelling circus)
Raphael, Sanzio da Urbino, 113, 184 (The gallery man)
Renaissance painting, 231
([Homage with a Virgin and Child])
Renoir, Pierre-Auguste, 113, 223
([Homage … La loge])
Titian, 214 ([Homage … Sacred and profane love])
Whisson, Ken, 179 ([Homage … Illyria?])
Horticultural Society of Canberra,
see Gascoigne, Rosalie: flower arranging
Hughes, Janet, 351
Hughes, Ray, 112n32, 153 (Japanese bathing), 162 (Bird sanctuary, Doll’s house), 176 (Yellow hand), 181 (Room with a view), 187
([For Ray]), see also Ray Hughes Gallery
Hughes, Robin, 78
Hunter, Ian, 326, 327
Hunter, Robert, 42, 51, 52

I
Ian Potter Gallery, 73, 334–336
ikebana, 37–40, 41, 44–45, 49, 60, 126, 132–135, see also Sparnon, Norman; Teshigahara, Sofu
Industrial Design Council of Australia, 44, 132, 134
Ingres, Jean-August-Dominique, 113, 218 (Summerhouse), 256 ([Homage with Ingres’s …]), 298 ([White wood study #6 …])
installations, 63, 71, 76, 78, 345, 363
RG works, 151 (Last stand, Spine), 180–181 (Pale landscape), 194–195 (Step through), 198–199 (Piece to walk around), 215 (Piece to walk on), 216 (Set up), 254 (Clouds I, 262–264 (Rose red city), 276–277 (But mostly air)
Institute of Modern Art, Brisbane, 64, 319
Ivan Dougherty Gallery, 334–336, 374–375

J
Japanese Embassy, 44, 132, 134
Johns, Jasper, 39, 60, 70
Johnson, Anna, 333
Joyce, Guy, 186 (Feathered fence)
Jubelin, Narelle, 243 ([Homage with Lysaght lady])
Judd, Donald, 51, 56, 59

K
Kalina, Richard, 351
Kelly, Ellsworth, 60, 283 (Suddenly the lake)
Kelly, Ned, 95, 164 (Jim’s picnic), 192 (Parrot country), 209 (Parrot country II), see also Nolan, Sidney
Kelso, Matt, 162 (Flight of parrots), 163 (Flower tower I), 164 (Jim’s picnic), 166 (Pink window), 168 (Black bird box), 170 (Dolly boxes), 173 (Pet sheep)
Kirk, Mildred, 88, 183 (Feathered chairs)
Klippel, Robert, 40, 64, 103, 183 ([Feather study I]), 211 ([Still life])

L
Lake George, 30, 63, 76, 80, 84, 91, 92, 185
bird sanctuary, 62, 88–89, 95, 103–104
reflections in RG’s art, 180–181 (Pale landscape), 183 ([Feather study I]), 185–186 (Feathered fence), 249 (Lake), 276 (But mostly air), 282–283 (Suddenly the lake), 356
as source of materials, 63n150, 103, 105, 117n45, 120, 132, 180, 183
Lanceley, Colin, 56
landscape, see country
Lang, Nikolaus, 66, 214 (Industrial area)
Langer, Gertrude, 181 (Room with a view), 319, 322, 359, 360
Larter, Richard, 198 (Eighty-nine parrots)
Latrobe Regional Gallery, 390
Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery, 390
Laycock, Donald, 52
Leach-Jones, Alun, 52
Lendon, Nigel, 52
Levertov, Denise, 212 (Balance), 257 (May morning)
Levy, Paul, 378
Lewers, Gerald, 34, 41
Lewers, Margo, 34
Lewis, Ann, 59, 68, 158 (Leaning piece), 176 (Winter morning), 284 (Summer swarm), 385
LeWitt, Sol, 51
Lichtenstein, Roy, 42, 51, 111
light in nature, outdoors, 81, 86, 91, 92, 93, 94, 100, 118, 206 (Scrub country), 308 (Earth)
reviewer comments, 319 (Bell), 329 (Bett), 335 (Allen), 345 (Scarlett), 370 (Delaruelle)
light (cont.)
as subject, 63, 173 (Parrot morning), 178 (Early morning), 191–192
(Paper square), 198 (Piece to walk around), 225 (Shoreline), 271
(Plein air), 290 (Morning glory)
Lindsay, Frances (nee McCarthy), 52n119
Lindsay, Robert, 64, 65, 67, 320–321, 386
literary references in RG works
Aristophanes, 299–300 (Cloud cuckoo land)
Deeping, Warwick, 280 (Shabby summer)
Fielding, Henry, 161 (Two lovely blue eyes)
Forster, EM, 181 (Room with a view)
Langley, Eve, 30, 276 (But mostly air), 287 (Afternoon)
Sagan, Françoise, 275 (A certain smile)
The wizard of Id (cartoon), 151 (Sir Bagby), 152 (The king)
von Blixen-Finecke, Karen, 269 (Out of Africa)
see also biblical and religious references in RG works; film and television references in RG works; poetry references in RG works; Shakespeare, William
Lloyd, Michael, 64, 283 (Suddenly the lake)
Looby, Keith, 153 (Japanese bathing)
Louis, Morris, 60, 192 (Parrot country)
Low, Lenny Ann, 349
Loxley, Anne, 340, 349
Lynn, Elwyn, 333, 335, 340, 374
Lynn, Victoria, 78

M
MacDonald, Vici, 78, 346
Macfarlane, Pamela, 42
Macquarie Galleries, Canberra, 42, 55, 57, 105, 107, 315–316
Macquarie University Art Collection, 390
Makin, Jeffrey, 362, 363
Marden, Brice, 51
Martin, Agnes, 51, 60
Mary Martin Bookshop, 113
Matgéot, Mathieu, 43, 44n96
materials, 99–125
aesthetic qualities, 44–45, 81, 107, 173 (Parrot morning), see also Gascoigne, Rosalie: aesthetics and sensibility
aluminium, dislike of, 116, 123, 142
apiary boxes, 49, 89, 116, 211
(Turn of the tide), 213 (Grove), 266 (Skeewald)
Arnott's parrots, see materials: package branding
art images, 113, see also homages, artworks used in; materials: printed images
balls, 83, 107, 156 (Bath of balls), 160 (The dredge), 162 (Bowls of balls), 182 (Cloister)
beer cans, 62, 109–110, 181–182
(Room with a view), 185
(Waterfront)
blue devil, 36, 41, 100, 130, 133
bones, 33, 49–50, 102, 129, 150–151 (Last stand), 151 (Spine), 153–154 (Joie de mourir)
boxes, 48–49, 116, see also materials: apiary boxes, soft-drink boxes
cable reels, 76, 90, 125, 264 (Rose red city 7), 273 (White city), 285 (Wild strawberries)
china shards, 114
collecting tactics, 87, 89–90, 118, 120, 240 (Apricot letters), see also materials: purchases
composition board, 142
copper floats, 107, 109
corrugated iron, see materials:
iron, corrugated, galvanised
cow parsley, 101, 106
defined, 142–143
Dolls, 88, 108, 154 (Parrot lady), 170 (Dolly boxes)
driftwood, 31, 33, 85
electrical insulators, 114, 143
materials (cont.)
'elegance’ of, 63, 97, 99, 109, 113, 119, 124, 157–158
(Enamel ware), 177 (Country air), 180 (Pale landscape), 191
(Paper square), 216 (Set up), 232 (Legend), 258 (Rose red city 5), 262 (Rose red city), 285
(White garden)
enamelware, 107, 109, 157–158
(Enamel ware), 195 (The teaparty), 216–217 (Set up)
feathers, 62, 102–104, 157 (Caged bird), 180 (Pale landscape), 183 (Feathered chairs, Feather studies 1, 2 and 3), 185–186 (Feathered fence), 219 (Winter paddock), see also birds; Lake George
fence posts, 117, 132, 218 (String of blue days)
formboard and builders’ plywood,
83, 118, 142, 223 (High country 1f), 225 (Shoreline), 244
(Spring tides)
found objects, 107, see also dumps; foraging
galvanised iron, see materials: iron, corrugated, galvanised
glass, 114, 156 (Bottled glass)
grasses, 33, 36, 62, 83, 100–101, 179 (Grass rack), 182 (Storage), 309 (Grassfest)
iron, corrugated, galvanised, 39, 40, 48, 62, 83, 86, 119–120, 177 (Country air), 218–219 (Swell), 262–264 (Rose red city series), 272 (Steel magnolias), 285 (White garden)
linoileum, 63, 76, 114–115, 181 (River banks), 194–195 (Step through), 264–266 (Sheep weather alert)
lysaght lady, 110, 179–180
(Husbandry), 209 (Matriarch), 237 (Hill station), 243
(Homage with Lysaght lady)
Masonite board, 76, 117, 142
metal labels, 107, 110, 125
materials (cont.)
newspaper, 55, 62–63, 112, 113–114, 174 ([Study: horses]), 180–181 (Pale landscape), 184 (Lilac and daffodils), 191–192 (Paper square), 204 (Harvest), 211 ([Study: horse races])
Norco cows, see materials:
package branding
package branding, 55, 111–112, 159 (Norco (after Gruner)), 164 (Jim’s picnic), 175 (Tiepolo parrots), 221 (Pineapple pieces)
paint, see work practices: paint, use of plywood, 117, 142
printed images, 111–114, see also homages, artworks used in; materials: newspaper, package branding
printed metal, 107, 110, 125, 116n41, 125, 153 (Joie de mourir), 173 (Pet sheep), 266 (Skewbald), 277 (But mostly air)
road signs, handpainted, 124, 142, 232 (Legend), 240 (Apricot letters)
road signs, (retro)reflective, 71–72, 89–90, 122–124, 142, 248
Full stretch, 255 (Fool’s gold), 278 (Gentlemen of Japan), 279 (Hung fire), see also display of RG works
salsify, 57, 83, 90, 100, 101, 135, 170 (Crop 1), 203 (Crop 2) as self-portrait, 82
sheep droppings, 95, 210 ([Sheep yard])
shells, 17, 104–105, 211 (Turn of the tide), 216 (Red beach)
soft-drink boxes, 63, 71, 72, 89, 90, 120–122, 167 (Vertical hold), 187–188 (March past), 192 (Parrot country), 199 (Sharpe Bros horizontal), 217–218 (String of blue days)
Sources of, see dumps; foraging sporting images, 112, see also materials: newspaper
materials (cont.)
stone and gravel, 31, 33, 36, 105, 214 (Industrial area)
surveyors’ pegs, 83, 118, 155 (Surveyor’s peg) thistles, 36, 44, 45, 47, 83, 90, 100, 106–107, 135, 198 (Piece to walk around), 201 (Takeover bid) used as ‘found’, 163 (Italian birds), 165 (Pink window), 173 (Parrot morning), 190 (Ikou), 258 (Rose red city 5)
weathered, 81, 110, 113–114, 191–192 (Paper square), 204 (Harvest), 213 (Grove)
window frames, 116, 117, 165, 201 (Takeover bid)
wire, wire mesh, cages, 36, 39, 40, 106–107, 133, 167–168 (Angels), 271 (Plein air)
wood, pink-painted, 117, 210 (Pink on blue)
wood, weathered, 116–118, 143, 167 (Triptych), 188 (Private beach), see also colours
wood, 95, 330
see also Gascoigne, Rosalie: aesthetics and sensibility, ‘chance’ in RG’s art; work practices: preparation of materials
Matisse, Henri, 35, 223 ([Homage … Le luxe II], [Homage … Nono Lebasque]), 273 (Tree of life)
McAloon, William, 351, 381
McCahon, Colin, 61, 73, 74–75, 327 in RG’s art, 75, 214 ([Homage … Angel of the Annunciation], 223 (High country [1]), 225 (Shoreline), 237 (Hill station), 254 (Clouds I), 281 (Skylark)
McCarty, Frances (Lindsay), 52n119
McCaughhey, Patrick, 53, 66
McClelland Sculpture Park + Gallery, 386
McCulloch, Alan, 72, 323
McCullough, Tom, 363
McDonald, Ewen, 72–73, 330
McDonald, John, 332–333, 341, 342, 343, 345, 354, 369, 377, 383, 385
McGillick, Paul, 335
McGrath, Sandra, 58, 317, 325, 358, 363
McLeavey, Peter, 74, 214 ([Homage … Angel of the Annunciation]), 327
McMeekan, Dainty (sister), see Walker, Dainty
McMeekin, Ivan, 42
McNamara, TJ, 327, 381
McPhee, John, 173 (Parrot morning), 201 (The fall), 367, 373
Meadmore, Clement, 42
Mellick, Ross, 377
Mendelsohn, Joanna, 341, 343, 383
Metcalfe, Ellen (Nellie) (aunt), 16, 17
Metcalfe, Jessie (grandmother), 15, 16, 17
Mignacca, Eneide, 318
Millar, Ronald, 72, 328, 330, 364
Minns, Vicki, 106
minimalism and RG, see art history context and RG: minimalism
Missingham, Hal, 37
Modigliani, Amedeo, 38, 42n90
Mollison, James, 42, 53–54, 66, 78, 164 (Jim’s picnic), 260 (Airborne I) advice on exhibiting, 57, 58, 64, 65, 68, 169 (Carnival), 316 and Na debout, 113, 197 (Down to the silver sea) offers help, 63, 186 (Feathered fence)
purchases RG works, 57, 59, 162 ([Bowls of balls]), 188 (March past), 316 reactions to RG’s art, 54n125, 63, 149 (Elephant pot), 150 (Last stand), 155 (Wired wool), 182 (Cloister), 191 (Paper square), 194 (Step through) reflections in RG’s art, 164 (Jim’s picnic), 184 (The gallery man), 188 (Private beach) on RG’s titles 106, 149 (Elephant pot), 156 (Back verandah), 160 (The dredge) seeks RG’s views, 53, 64, 78, 283 (Suddenly the lake) wanting his reaction to new works, 50, 63, 148 (Cityscape), 153 (Joie de mourir), 158 (Enamelware), 260 (Airborne I)
Mollison, James (cont.)
  works owned by, 164 (Jim's picnic), 168 (Bucket of flowers), 178 (Daffodil box), 181 (River banks), 182 (Cloister)
  see also National Gallery of Australia
Monaro district, 55, 80, 83, 84, 85, 90, 93, 101, 345
  reflections in R.G.'s art, 92, 179
  (Grass rack), 238 (Monaro), 297 (Poplars)
  see also Cooma; country
Monet, Claude, 76
Moore, Henry, 41, 42
Morandi, Giorgio, 109, 167 (Triptych)
Morphy, Howard, 378
Morris, Robert, 51
Mount Stromlo, 23, 26–32, 80
  reflections in R.G.'s art, 94, 96, 165–166 (Pink window), 242
  (Far view), 250–251 (Letting go), 280 (Milky Way), 282 (Star chart), 287 (Afternoon), 304
  (Rose hips)
  see also Brindabella mountains; Gascoigne, Rosalie: houses
Murphy, Bernice, 363
Murphy, John, 385
Murrumbidgee River, 30, 31, 33, 83
Museum of Contemporary Art, Brisbane, 367
Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney
  exhibitions
  Almanac: The Gift of Ann Lewis (2009), 385
  Island to Island: Australia to Cheju (1995), 376–377
  Spirit + Place: Art in Australia 1861–1996 (1996), 377
  R.G. works in collection, 390
Museum of Modern Art, New York, 51n116, 54, 164 (Jim's picnic)
Museum of Modern Art, Oxford, 77, 287 (Afternoon), 290 (Overland), 378–379
Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa, 74, 326–327, 392
  music references in R.G. works, 171 (Flora Galap), 172 (Joyful and triumphant), 234 (Plainsong), 236 (All that jazz), 237 (Gaudeamus), 278 (Gentlemen of Japan), 289
  (Gay Gordon), 290 (Night and day), 291 (Polka), 292 (Roundelay), 295 (Downbeat), 298 (Trumpet voluntary)
Muybridge, Eadweard, 112, 179
Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa, see
National gallery of Australia
National Gallery of Australia
  acquisitions
  other artists, 60, 66, 74, see also Braque, Georges
  R.G. works, 54, 57n136, 59, 174 (The colonel's lady), 318, 360
  exhibitions
  20th Century Masters ... (1986), 223 (Homage ... Lebasque)
  A New Romance (1987), 367
  Australian Art 1940–1990 from the Collection of the National Gallery of Australia (Japan 1995), 377
  Home Sweet Home: Works from the Peter Fay Collection (2003), 384
  Islands: Contemporary Installations from Australia, Asia, Europe and America (1996), 377
  Landscape — Art: Two Way Reaction (1980–81), 66, 214 (Industrial area)
  Material as Landscape (1998), 77–78, 343–345
National Gallery of Australia (cont.)
  Some Recent Acquisitions of Australian Art (1978), 360
  The Great Impressionists, 113, 223 (Homage ... La loge)
  The Philip Morris Arts Grant ... (1982), 364
  gifts by R.G., 42n93, 185 (Feathered fence), 283 (Suddenly the lake)
  reflections in R.G.'s art, 60, 113, 164 (Jim's picnic), 175 (Tiepolo parrots), 184 (The gallery man), 192 (Parrot country), 197 (Down to the silver sea), 223 (Homage ... Lebasque), [Homage ... La loge), 283 (Suddenly the lake)
  R.G. tries out works at, 186 (Feathered fence), 281 (Skylark), 290 (Overland)
  R.G. works in collection, 122, 390–391
  see also Mollison, James
National Gallery of Victoria exhibitions
  7th Biennale of Sydney — From the Southern Cross (1988), 73, 369
  Australia at the Venice Biennale (1982), 69, 364
  Australian Sculpture Now: Second Australian Sculpture Triennial (1984), 73, 366
  Clemenger Contemporary Art Award (1999), 381
  Clemenger Triennial Exhibition of Contemporary Art (1993), 73, 373–374
  Rosalie Gascoigne (2008), 79, 353–355
  Third Australian Sculpture Triennial (1987), 368
  R.G. works in collection, 59, 67, 391
National Library of Australia, 38, 78, 132
National Times, 365
Nefertiti, 113, 196 (Venus), 213
(Homage ... Nefertiti)
Nelson, Robert, 354
Nevelson, Louise, 56, 60n143
Newcastle Art Gallery
exhibitions
Gallery A Sydney 1964–1983
(2009), 385
Laverty 2: Selections from the
Colin and Elizabeth Laverty
Collection (2011), 387
Rosalie Gascoigne (2013), 356
RG works in collection, 59, 391
New England Regional Art Museum,
391
New York, see Gascoigne, Rosalie:
travel
New Zealand
childhood and family, 13–18
education, 19–23
memories of, 24–25, 75
not an NZ artist 25, 75, 380–381
re-engagement with, 74–75
reflections in RG's art, 75, 96,
227 (Poor man's orange), 235
(twofold Bay), 237 (Hill
station), 238 (Landfall), 240
(Beach house), 250–251 (Letting
go), 255–256 (High water mark),
260 (Age of innocence), 263
(Rose red city series)
travel to, 24, 27, 32, 74, 75, 125,
326–327
see also Auckland Art Gallery
Toi o Tāmaki; City Gallery
Wellington; Daniel, Marjorie;
McCahon, Colin; Museum
of New Zealand Te Papa
Tongarewa
Neylon, John, 346
Nixon, John, 69
Nolan, Sidney, 42, 95, 164 (Jim's
picnic), 192 (Parrot country), 209
(Parrot country II)
North, Ian, 68, 205 ([Numbers for
Patrick], [Parrots for Ian North]),
371, 379
O
O'Brien, Gregory, 96n39, 124n65,
350
O'Brien, Lesta, 42
O'Grady, Desmond, 324
Oxley, Roslyn, 73, 77, 123, 125, 333,
see also RoslynOxley9 Gallery
Pinacotheca Gallery, 67, 72–73, 123,
194 (Step through), 333, see also
Pollard, Bruce
exhibitions by RG, see under
exhibitions, solo
Plate, Carl, 33–34, 46, 51, 52, 64, 130,
150 (Germaine Greer)
poetry
poet friends, see Bell, Pamela;
Dobson, Rosemary; Levertov,
Denise; Page, Geoff; Rowland,
John; Wright, Judith
in RG's art, as seen by critics, 58,
124, 181 (Room with a view),
320, 324, 330, 351, 352, 354,
359, 365
RG's art as subject for other
poets, 48n109, 158 (Enamel
ware), 220 (Flight), 257 (May
morning), 345, 401–402
RG's poetic imagination, 20, 50,
58, 75, 76, 95, 141
see also Gascoigne, Rosalie:
aesthetics and sensibility,
language and word skills
poetry references in RG works
Alexander, Cecil Francis, 247
(Bright and beautiful)
Blake, William, 124, 228 (Tiger
tiger)
Burgon, John William, 262–264
(Rose red city series)
Campbell, David, 310 (Great blond
paddocks)
Homer, 178 (Early morning)
Hopkins, Gerard Manley, 109,
266 (Skewbald)
Kipling, Rudyard, 174 (The
colonel's lady)
skyarks, 281 (Skylark)
Stein, Gertrude, 229 (A rose is a
rose)
see also biblical and religious
references in RG works;
literary references in RG
works; Shakespeare, William
Pollard, Bruce, 67, 73, 210 (Pink on
blue), 247 (Cockatoos), 262–263
(Rose red city series), 323–324,
331, 333, see also Pinacotheca
Gallery
Pollock, Jackson, 51n116, 53
printmaking, 241–242 (Close owly), 246 (Across town)

Q
Queanbeyan, 80, 117, 169 (Carnival [1]), 201 (Side show parrots), 218 (String of blue days), see also Schweppes depot, Queanbeyan
Queensland Art Gallery exhibitions
Diverse Visions: Twelve Australian Mid to Late Career Artists (1991), 373
The Great Australian Art Exhibition (1988), 368–369
The Readymade Boomerang Print Portfolio (1990), 372
RG works in collection, 391
Queensland University of Technology Art Collection, 391
Queen Victoria Museum and Art Gallery, 59, 391

R
Radford, Ron, 75n184, 237 (Hill station), 359, 368, 387
[Radock, Stephanie] SR, 342
Raphael, Sanzio da Urbino, 113, 184 (The gallery man)
Rauschenberg, Robert, 51, 59, 79, 81
Ray Hughes Gallery, 64, 65, 153
(Japanese bathing), 187 ([For Ray]), 195 (Step through), 322, 359–360, see also Hughes, Ray
Ray, Man, 53
‘regional’ artist, see under Gascoigne, Rosalie: artist, RG thoughts on being an
Rembrandt, 244 (Night watch)
Renoir, Pierre-Auguste, 113, 223 (Homage … La loge)
Revolve recycling depot, 88, 122, 277 (But mostly air), 279 (Hung fire), 283 (Suddenly the lake)
Richmond, Oliffe, 42
RMIT University Art Collection, 391
Roberts, JL, 327

Rosalie’s Thoughts
Roberts, Tom, 182 (Bailed up)
Rooney, Robert, 72, 73, 323, 339, 374
Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery, 77, 370–371, see also Oxley, Roslyn exhibitions by RG, see under exhibitions, solo
Rothko, Mark, 254 (Clouds I, Clouds II)
Rousseau, Henri, 186 (Footballers)
Rowland, John, 48n109
Royal Academy of Arts, London, 387
Rudy Komon Gallery, 51, 52
Rumley, Katrina, 68, 324, 325

S
Sacks, Oliver, 79n193
Sands, Kate, 348–349
Saurin, Jo, 369
Savage, Paula, 350
Saw, Andrew, 365
Sayers, Andrew, 82
Scarlett, Ken, 345
Schweppes depot, Queanbeyan, 63, 88, 89, 120–121, 187–188 (March past), 190 (Dove grey), 192 (Parrot country), 193 (Rain forest), 196 ([White and grey A, B]), 199 (Sharpe Bros horizontal), 217 (String of blue days), 283 (Summer sprawl)
Schwitters, Kurt, 56, 99
Scott, Hanna, 382
sculpture
early exposure, 34, 41–42, 50, 51–52
first efforts, 40, 44–48, 152 (The miners)
learning from ikebana, 37–38, 39, 41
see also assemblage art
Searle, Adrian, 378
seasons, 93–94, 97, 180 (Pale landscape), 219 (Winter paddock)
Serra, Richard, 51
Shakespeare, William, 19, 91, 235 (All that glisters), 245 (Sweet lovers, Sweet sorrow), 276 (But mostly air), 295 (Full fathom five)
Shinfield, Gary, 241 (Close owly)
Simons, Anna, 55, 316, see also Macquarie Galleries, Canberra
Skipper, Matcham, 46
sky and clouds, 30, 61, 76, 217–218 (String of blue days), 228 ([Studies of cloud shapes]), 254 (Clouds I, II, III), 271 (Plein air), 274 (Wind and weather), 276 (But mostly air), 287 (Afternoon), 294 ([White cloud]), see also air; country
Smee, Sebastian, 343, 346
Smith, David, 266 (Skewbald), 375
Smith, Gray, 42
Smith, Jason, 381, 383
Smith, Terry, 367
Smiths Gap, 282, 283 (Suddenly the lake), see also Lake George
Soriano, Kathleen, 387
south coast, NSW, 85, 104, 188 (Private beach), 211 (Turn of the tide), 225 (Shoreline), 235 (Twofold Bay)
Sparnon, Norman, 37–38, 40, 45, 132, 133, 134, 135, see also ikebana
Stacey, Wesley, 45n100, 46
Streak, Diana, 386
Stuart, Guy, 42, 51
Studio One Printmaking Workshop, 241–242 (Close owly), 246 (Across town)
Sturgeon, Graeme, 366, 367
supermarkets, see materials: package branding

T
TarraWarra Museum of Art, 391
Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery, 391
Tate Gallery, 40, 79, 392
Taylor, John Russell, 324
Taylor, Michael, 51, 52, 54–55, 57–58, 102, 153 (Joie de mourir), 154 (Needle case, Parrot lady), 155 (Wired wool, Woolly wool), 160 (The cottage), 162 (Blue flower tower), 358
Taylor, Romenie, 54–55, 154 (Parrot lady), 160 (The cottage)
Te Kuiti, New Zealand, 17
Teshigahara, Sofu, 37, 38–39, 45n99, 103, 104n12, 131, see also ikebana
Tharwa, 80, 85
The Australian National University, 35, 42, 364, see also ANU Drill Hall Gallery exhibitions
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 35, 392
The University of Melbourne Art Collection, 392
The University of New South Wales Art Collection, 392
The University of Queensland Art Museum, 392
Thomas, Daniel, 58, 59, 153 (Joie de mourir), 201 (The fall), 351, 358, 368
Tiepolo, Giambattista, 175 (Tiepolo parrots)
Tillers, Imants, 69, 78
tips, see dumps
Titian, 214 ([Homage to Sacred and profane love])
titles, 57, 115, 124, 140–141, 210 (Pink on blue), 250 (Cherry orchard), 258 (Red), 316
admired by critics, 332, 346
use of non-prescriptive titles, 141, 202 (The players), 218 (Swell), 279 (Loopholes), see also Gascoigne, Rosalie: studio assistants; Gascoigne, SCB (Ben): welding
Tucker, Albert, 64, 149 (Eagle), 192 (Parrot country)
Tuckson, Tony, 290 (Overland)
T wombly, Cy, 60, 230 (Close owly)

U
University of South Australia Art Museum, 379
University of Tasmania Fine Arts Gallery, 329
Upston, Louise, 326

V
Vandermark, Peter, 43n95, 70, 87, 88, 295 (Byzantium, Easy street), 306 (Tribal), 308 (Earthly), 311 (Metropolis)
Van Gogh, Vincent, 18, 252 (Sunflowers)
Van Veen, Mark, 386
Venice Biennale, 65, 67–69, 95, 97, 114, 324–325
viewing, reading RG works, see under Gascoigne, Rosalie: art, RG objectives
Virgo, Anne, 338
Visual Arts Board of the Australia Council
exhibitions supported, 67–68, 324–325, 327, 365–366
purchase grants, 163 (Italian birds), 170 (Dolly boxes), 179 (Husbandry), 199 (Sharpe Bros horizontal), 203 (Blossom)
Vogue Living, 43–44, 148 (William Tell), 150 (Glass insulators), 226 (Blue bows)

W
Waikato, 80, 83
Waikato, New Zealand, 77, 105, 260 (Age of innocence)
Walker, Daintry (McMeekan) (sister), 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20n23, 23, 75, 237 (Hill station)
Walker, David, 148 (William Tell)
Walker, Douglas (brother), 13, 16, 17, 20n23, 23
Walker, Marion (née Metcalfe) (mother), 13–14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 23, 24, 26, 27, 29
Walker, Stanley (father), 13, 14–15, 16, 20, 24
Ward, Elinor, 28
Ward, Frederick, 28n45, 42
Ward, Peter, 371
Warhol, Andy, 56, 111
Waterlow, Nick
exhibition curator/director, 65–66, 106, 185–186 (Feathered fence), 189 (Winter order), 361–362, 369, 374, 377
and Venice Biennale (1982), 67, 68, 324–325
Watkins, Richard (Dick), 42, 50, 51, 52
Watters, Frank, 47, 51
Watters Gallery, 47, 51, 52, 179 (Grass rack)
Wawrzynczak, Anni Doyle, 386
Wedde, Ian, 74, 327
Wee Jasper, 80, 83, 90, 100
Weight, Greg, 166 (Pink window)
Weston, Neville, 324
Whangarei, New Zealand, 21, 23
Whisson, Ken, 50, 61, 157–158
(Enamel ware), 179 ([Homage ... Illyria?]), 258 (September), 274
(Wind and weather)
Williams, Fred, 81, 202 (Travelling circus)
Wollongong Art Gallery, 367, 375, 392
Woollard, Diana, 85n13, 104, 187
(Forty-acre block), 188 ([Parrots on fencepost], Private beach), 190
([Homage ... and shells])
Woolley, Richard, 26
work practices, 36, 51, 70–71, 72, 90
aluminium strip, use of, 70, 72, 143, 199 (Sharp Bros horizontal)
assessment of works, 43, 70, 193
(Pond), 196 ([White and grey Aj], 210 (Pink on blue), 281
(Skylark), 290 (Overland)
backing boards, 231 (Formal flowers), 247 (First fruits), 291
(Rocky road I), 296 (Parterre)
fine-tuning, 206 (Scrub country), 244 (Old gold), 250 (Letting go), 269
(News break, Pink offcuts), 310 (Great blond paddocks)
framing, 113, 143, 177 (Country air)
glueing, 72, 111, 112, 114, 115, 190 (Dove grey), 198
(Eighty-nine parrots), 199
(Reconstruction), 206 (Scrub country), 227 (Grasslands I), 238
(Monaro), 297 (Poplars), 308 (Earth)
grids, see work practices: units and grids
maquettes, 185 (Waterfront), 191–192 (Paper square), 192
(Parrot country), 199 (Sharp Bros horizontal), see also work practices: studies
multiples, use of, 108, 110, 153
(Joie de mourir), 170 (Dolly boxes)
naming works, see titles
offcuts and leftovers, 71, 121, 238
(Monaro), 246 (Vestiges)
work practices (cont.)
paint, use of, 117, 163 (Italian birds), 247 ([‘Bird’ studies], Cockatoos), 262 (Honeybunch), 265 (Sheep weather alert 5), 270
(Plain view 1, Plain view 2), 271 (Plein air), 276–277 (But mostly air), 287 (Afternoon), 290
(Overland)
plinths, use of, 60, 147 ([River stone], 157–158 (Enamel ware), 160 (The dredge), 162 (Blocks), 166 (The Pepper Pot), 168
(Black bird box), 181 (Room with a view), 184 (The gallery man), 185–186 (Feathered fence), 186
(footballs), 200–201 (Side show parrots), 216–217 (Set up)
preparation of materials, 90
boxes, 116, 120, 121, 238
(Monaro)
cable reels, 125, 273
(White city)
formboard, 223 (High country I)
galvanised iron, 119
grasses, thistles, 100, 203
(Crop 2)
linoleum, 115
newspaper, 113
package branding, 111, 112
road signs, 123, 124
see also materials: used ‘as found’
recreated or reconstructed works, 170 (Crop I), 180 (Landscape [2], Pale landscape), 191–192
(Paper square), 192 (Parrot country), 203 (Crop 2), 204
(Harvest), 209–210 (Parrot country II), 248 (Fragmentation II), 252 (Target), 262–264
(Rose red city 8, 9, 10), 264–266 (Sheep weather alert series), 282 (Southerly buster), 284 (Top End), 289 (Landscape [3]), 295
(Byzantium), 297 (Poplars), 299
(Ziggurat), 301 (Frontiers I–IV, Frontier V)
work practices (cont.)
resized works, 189 (Winter order), 193 (Rain forest), 194 (Step through), 207 (Spring 1, Spring 2), 252 (Through road), 296
(Lasser’s reef), 306 (Tribal), see also work practices: units and grids
signing and dating, 141, 143, 318
studies, 70–71, 140, 174 (The colonel’s lady), see also work practices: maquettes
units and grids, 62, 70–71, 72, 140, 170 (Dolly boxes), 187–188 (March past), 191–192
(Paper square), 192 (Parrot country), 194 (Step through), 206 (Scrub country), 295 (Easy street), 303 (Paling)
welding, see Gascoigne, SCB
(Ben): welding
see also Gascoigne, Rosalie: aesthetics and sensibility, ‘chance’ in RG’s art, creative process, feelings, studio and workspaces; titles; tools
Wright, Judith, 48, 317
Wrigley, Hilary, 47, 52, 150
([Glass insulators])

Y

Yass, 80, 83, 89, 122

Z

Zimmer, Jenny, 336, 375